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In today’s dynamic digital age, where information is very fluid and fast-
changing, grabbing and retaining attention of the readers is a constant 
challenge for the publications. SP Guide Publications, the publisher 
of SP’s Airbuz, has always stayed ahead of the curve and has evolved 
with changing times and requirements. With this issue of SP’s Airbuz, a 
totally new design is being presented which we hope will enhance our 
engagement with our valued readers. This design is friendlier, interest-
ing and much more pleasing to see and read. We hope our valuable 
readers will enjoy it.

One major problem that the global civil aviation industry is currently grappling with is 
the ever increasing emissions of Greenhouse Gases that have adverse impact on the envi-
ronment. The problem is being addressed though the development of new technologies 
to reduce emissions from the aircraft engines as also to develop alternative methods of 
propulsion for airplanes. There is also the ongoing effort to enhance the use of biofuels in 
aviation with the ultimate objective of replacing fossil fuels as the supply of this commod-
ity is limited. This issue of SP’s AirBuz carries reviews by Joseph Noronha on the options 
being explored by the global aerospace industry to contain the adverse impact of the avia-
tion industry on the environment and also the use of biofuels for civil aviation.

The Indian Ministry of Civil Aviation is currently embarked on a major exercise 
to enhance the number of civil airports in the country as well as to upgrade many of 
the existing ones. This programme is driven to a large extent by the newly launched 
Regional Connectivity Scheme of the Government that has come as a boon to the poten-
tial air passenger as it will provide affordable air travel and aerial connectivity to areas 
that were so far not accessible by air. Satyendra Pandey, an expert in the civil aviation 
industry, has a detailed report on the subject in this issue of the magazine. 

A career as a pilot in the Indian airline industry is an extremely attractive option 
for the youth in the country and quite rewarding too. However, there are impediments 
that the youth of the country face in their journey to be enrolled as a pilot in an Indian 
carrier. In this issue of the magazine, V.K. Verma, who was heading the Indira Gandhi 
Rashtriya Uran Akademi, the premier civil flying training institute of the Government, 
has a detailed report on the prevailing situation with regard to employment opportuni-
ties in civil aviation as a pilot and the steps needed to alleviate problems for the youth 
aspiring to venture into this domain. 

 Wings India 2020 is major international event that focuses on the global civil aviation 
industry, is being held from March 12 to 15 at Begumpet Airport, Hyderabad. Do visit us at 
Stall Number 7 in Hall B in Wings India 2020.

All this and more in this issue of SP’s AirBuz. Welcome aboard and wish you happy 
reading!

B.K. Pandey 
Editor
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AIRLINE NEWS

Ariana Afghan airlines to induct 
six new airliners
Ariana Afghan Airlines, the national carrier 
of Afghanistan, has issued a request for pro-
posals (RFP) to purchase six new airliners. 
An order of this magnitude would effectively 
double the existing fleet of the airlines from 
the current level which is reported to be of 
just six aircraft. The list of aircraft in the RFP 
that has been floated recently, includes two 
Boeing 767-300ERs, two Airbus A330-200s 
and two Bombardier Dash 8-300s. Thus the 
move by the airlines is to acquire four wide-
body airliners and two turboprops.

Currently, Ariana Airlines has two Boe-
ing 767-300ERs the only wide-body airliners 
in the fleet that are on lease and are over 
30 years in age. Apart from these, aircraft 
of Ariana Afghan Airlines are all narrow-
body planes that include four Boeing 737s 
of which three are the -400s and one is the 
-500, both well over 20 years old. While 
the Dash 8s will be a good replacement for 
its aging Boeing 737s for operating on its 
shorter routes, the addition of four new 
wide-body airliners which will tantamount 
to massive increase in capacity, is more of 
a puzzle. Right now, the airline operates to 
three domestic and seven international des-
tinations. These are to destinations within 
Russia, to Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the 
UAE and India. Most of its flights operate 
out of Kabul. While European destinations 
remain off the table for now, the airline 
could look East for enhancing long haul op-
erations. While Ariana Afghan Airlines has 
not indicated their plans for operation on 
routes by the new aircraft, the rapidly grow-
ing aviation market of the Far East would be 
an attractive option for flights from Kabul. 
Ariana Afghan Airlines has been working 
on rebuilding its network to provide better 
connectivity to Kabul.

AIRLINE FINANCE

SpiceJet Q3FY20 results
February 14 this year saw SpiceJet report its 
third-quarter results. The airline reported a 
profit of `78.2 crore, but the results warrant 
closer examination. This is because of the 
Boeing 737 MAX grounding and the fact 
that compensation that has been recorded, 
but not yet received by SpiceJet, significantly 
contributed to this result. Additionally, in 
looking at the operational numbers, it seems 
that SpiceJet has not really benefitted from 
the exit of Jet Airways and the capacity 

induction. In fact, the expansion has come 
at a huge cost to the airline. SpiceJet had 
a revenue increase of 47 per cent against 
a capacity increase of 59 per cent. Indeed 
compared to last year, SpiceJet expanded its 
fleet from 77 aircraft to 119 aircraft. But the 
telling figure is the cost per available seat 
per kilometre excluding fuel. This showed 
a five per cent increase. If calculated as a 
profit per aircraft, SpiceJet in Q3FY19 made 
62 lakh per aircraft compared to 71 lakh per 
aircraft during the same period last year. 
Effectively the additional capacity has come 
with declining profitability.

This is particularly interesting as indus-
try sources indicate that SpiceJet was a key 
beneficiary of the Ministry’s decision to link 
slot allocation with new capacity induction 
post the failure of Jet Airways. Further, fuel 
costs fell by approximately 14 to 17 per cent 
during this period. Put simply, SpiceJet flew 
more with a cheaper input cost, but made 
less money. The cost of capacity weighed 
heavily on the airline. Currently, the airline 
continues to look for capacity. The airline 
has stated that it will wet-lease two Airbus 
A320 aircraft. Wet-lease is slowly becoming 
more accepted in operations and this is the 
second time that SpiceJet is taking aircraft 
on wet-lease.

INDUSTRY NEWS

NASA’s experimental X-59  
Supersonic Jet

NASA’s new experimental supersonic X-
plane is on a fast track to flying. The plane, 
officially named X-59 QueSST in 2018 and 
often referred to as just X-59, was cleared 
for final assembly during a critical design 
review in 2019. With this plane, NASA aims 
to create an ultra quiet craft that can travel 
over land faster than the speed of sound. 
The X-59 is shaped to reduce the intensity 
of the sonic boom reaching the ground to 
that of a gentle thump, if it is heard at all. It 
will be flown above select US communities 
to generate data from sensors and people 
on the ground in order to gauge public 
perception. That data will help regulators 

establish new rules to enable commercial 
supersonic air travel over land. Construction 
of the X-59, under a $247.5 million cost-
plus-incentive-fee contract, is continuing at 
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company’s 
Skunk Works factory in Palmdale, Califor-
nia. Three major work areas are actively set 
up for building the airplane’s main fuselage, 
wing and empennage. Final assembly and 
integration of the airplane’s systems includ-
ing an innovative cockpit eXternal Visibility 
System, is targeted for late 2020.

Predictions for Southeast Asia 
aviation market
As per Boeing, airlines in South East Asia 
will need 4,500 new airplanes over the next 
20 years, valued at $710 billion. Single-aisle 
airplanes continue to be the main driver 
of capacity growth in Southeast Asia. This 
growth helps to stimulate the demand for 
commercial aviation services, which are an-
ticipated to be worth $785 billion between 
2019 and 2038.

“In Southeast Asia, Vietnam, Thailand 
and Indonesia were in the top 10 countries 
that added the most airline seat capac-
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26–28 May
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ity since 2010. Vietnam has registered the 
strongest growth at 15 per cent per year, 
followed by Thailand and Indonesia at 
approximately 10 per cent respectively,” 
said Randy Tinseth, Vice President, Com-
mercial Marketing, Boeing. While single-
aisle airplanes dominate the forecast, this 
region will also require a significant amount 
of wide-body airplanes. The demand is 
driven by airlines adapting to the evolving 
business environment and new long-haul 
expansion opportunities. Wide-body 
airplanes will make up 19 per cent of new 
airplane deliveries, enabling carriers in the 
region to serve new international long-
range city pairs.

Aviation growth in the region is expect-
ed to drive the need for 1,82,000 commercial 
pilots, cabin crew and technicians to fly and 
maintain the airplane fleet across South-
east Asia. This demand is projected based 
on a mix of new airplane deliveries, annual 
aircraft utilisation rates, crewing require-
ments by region and regulatory require-
ments. In the air cargo sector, after a decline 
in 2019, global freight volumes are projected 
to recover in 2020 due in large part to solid 
industrial production and world trade. Over 
the long-term, air cargo is projected to grow 
4.2 per cent through the forecast period. 
Freighters will remain the backbone of the 
cargo industry with the need for 1,040 new 
and 1,780 converted freighter aircraft over 
the next 20 years.

Blended wing aircraft from Airbus

Airbus has revealed the Model Aircraft for 
Validation and Experimentation of Robust 
Innovative Controls (MAVERIC), its “blend-
ed wing body” scale model technological 
demonstrator. At two meters long and 3.2 
meters wide, with a surface area of about 
2.25 square metres, MAVERIC features a 
disruptive aircraft design that has the po-
tential to reduce fuel consumption by up to 
20 per cent compared to current single aisle 
airliners. The “blended wing body” configu-
ration also opens up new possibilities for 
the type of propulsion systems and their 
integration as well as a versatile cabin for a 
totally new on-board passenger experience. 

Launched in 2017, MAVERIC first took to 
the skies in June 2019. Since then the flight-
test campaign has been on-going and will 
continue until the end of Quarter 2 of this 
year. Airbus is using its core strengths and 
capabilities of engineering and manufactur-
ing in close collaboration with an extended 
innovation ecosystem to accelerate tradi-
tional research and development cycles. By 
doing this, Airbus is able to achieve proof of 
concepts at a convincing scale and speed, 
thereby driving forward maturity and 
increasing their value.

Possible new Embraer Turboprop

Boeing appears to be watching with some 
interest, a new turboprop being developed 
by its likely future joint venture partner Em-
braer. “Boeing is familiar with the current 
Embraer study for development of a new 
turboprop,” a Boeing spokesperson said. 
“We look forward to reviewing the business 
case and are excited by the possibility of this 
new airplane being developed and produced 
within our planned joint venture,” he added. 
Embraer Commercial Aircraft President and 
CEO John Slattery is targeting an entry-into-
service of late 2025 or early 2026 for a new 
turboprop aircraft that the management has 
been studying for two years.

Embraer has been devoting signifi-
cant efforts in the project as it prepares to 
transition its commercial aircraft business 
to the Boeing Brasil-Commercial joint ven-
ture. Slattery pointed out that the project 
can only happen as a joint venture as Em-
braer alone will not be in a position to fund 
the large investment needed on its own. 
In Slattery’s view, a new aircraft would 
provide the much-needed new competition 
in the turboprop market where ATR has 
“an effective monopoly.” The project has 
received unconditional approval by eight 
out of ten regulatory authorities needed. 
The ATR comment is in line with Em-
braer’s position that its tie-up with Boeing 
is good for competition as it allows the two 
to widen their product portfolio, much like 
Airbus has done through the acquisition 
of the former Bombardier C Series and its 
shareholding in ATR.

REGULATORY AFFAIRS

A330-800 receives joint EASA 
and FAA type certification

The Airbus A330-800 has received joint 
Type Certification from the European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
of the United States of America. The 
aircraft’s certification flight-test cam-
paign was successfully performed by 
aircraft MSN1888, which completed the 
programme in 370 flight test hours and 
132 flights since it was airborne for first 
time in November 2018. The A330-800 
incorporates new Rolls-Royce Trent 7000 
engines, a new 3D-optimised wing and 
new Sharklets using lighter composite 
materials. Together, these advances bring 
a reduction in fuel consumption by as 
much as 25 per cent compared with older 
generation competitor aircraft of similar 
size. Certified initially with a maximum 
takeoff weight (MTOW) of 242 tonnes for 
a range capability of up to 7,500 nautical 
miles, the A330-800 will typically seat 220 
to 260 passengers in three classes or up to 
406 travellers in a single-class high-density 
configuration. To date, the A330neo Family 
has won 337 firm orders from 22 operators 
around the world.

Return to service of Boeing 737 
MAX
Boeing has confirmed that it does not 
expect the 737 MAX to return to service 
before the middle of 2020. In a statement 
released on January 21, the company 
cautioned that this time-line is only an 
estimate and return to service of the air-
liner will be finally determined by the FAA, 
the regulatory agency of the US and other 
regulatory agencies across the world such 
as EASA and India’s Directorate General 
of Civil Aviation. Since the FAA will lead 
regulators in reversing the grounding of 
the MAX, US carriers such as American 
Airlines, Southwest Airlines and United 
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Airlines will be amongst the first in the 
world to re-start services with the aircraft. 
Executives at airlines have estimated they 
will need between one to two months, if not 
more, to prepare their grounded aircraft, 
complete the needed pilot refresher train-
ing and integrate the MAX into their net-
work schedule. Assuming all goes according 
to plan, estimates are that the 737 MAX 
will begin to enter revenue service only by 
September 2020 or even later. A statement 
from the company said “ In order to help 
our customers and suppliers plan their 
operations, we periodically provide them 
with our best estimate of when regulators 
will begin to authorise the un-grounding of 
the 737 MAX.”

Other aviation regulators have 
indicated they will independently look 
at the MAX re-entry into service, which 
will further aggravate delay. SpiceJet that 
operates the 737, the world’s best-selling 
narrow-body aircraft, as its fleet mainstay, 
will miss the MAX for peak summer travel 
season. The airline will augment its fleet 
using short term wet-lease of aircraft 
which will drive up costs for the already 
stressed airline.

BOEING
On February 26, 2020, Boeing named Susan Doniz as the company’s Chief Information 
Officer and Senior Vice President of Information Technology & Data Analytics, effective 
in May this year. She will succeed Vishwa Uddanwadiker, who has served in an interim 
capacity since October 2019.

In February this year, Board of Directors of Boeing Company nominated Steve Mol-
lenkopf and Akhil Johri to be elected as Directors at the company’s upcoming annual 
meeting of shareholders.

SINGAPORE AIRLINES (SIA)
On February 17, 2020, The SIA Group announced several appointments in senior man-
agement as under, all effective April 1, 2020.
  Mak Swee Wah, Executive Vice President Commercial, will assume the post of 

Executive Vice President Operations.
  Lee Lik Hsin, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of low-cost carrier Scoot, will return to 

SIA and be promoted to Executive Vice President Commercial.
  Tan Kai Ping, Senior Vice President Marketing Planning, will be promoted to Execu-

tive Vice President Finance and Strategy.
  Ng Chin Hwee, Executive Vice President Human Resources and Operations, will 

take early retirement from SIA on 31 March 31, 2020 and will join SIA Engineering 
Company as CEO on April 1, 2020.

  Campbell Wilson, Senior Vice President Sales and Marketing will be appointed 
CEO of SIA’s fully-owned subsidiary Scoot.

appointmEnts
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BUSINESS AND  
GENERAL AVIATION

Air Taxis in Asia

Bell has partnered with a major Japanese 
airline and infrastructure provider to bring 
on-demand aerial mobility to Japan, while 
Airbus is working with Singapore’s national 
aviation authority, CAAS, toward a simi-
lar goal. Bell and Airbus have each signed 
agreements with local partners in Asia to 
bring urban air mobility to life, with Bell 
focused on Japan and Airbus continuing 
past cooperation with Singapore’s civil avia-
tion regulator. The two aerospace stalwarts, 
both heavily involved in electric air taxi 
development, continue to demonstrate they 
are unwilling to settle for a simple aircraft 
manufacturer’s level of involvement and 
share of the profit expected from this emerg-
ing market.

In Japan, Bell is partnering with Japan 
Airlines and Sumitomo Corporation to 
create an on-demand air mobility network, 
as well as work to build the infrastructure 
and foster the regulatory environment 
required for the service to take hold. The 
three companies will “develop policy and 
planning recommendations, identify 
entry into service use cases and pilot 
programmes as well as develop infra-
structure requirements that integrate into 
both current and future transportation 
systems and city standards to provide safe, 
accessible and sustainable multi-modal 
transportation system to our communi-
ties,” according to a joint press release. “We 
are excited to take this substantial step 
forward to bring together an international 
airline, a major infrastructure provider, 
and a VTOL OEM to work collaboratively 
on a more connected mobility future.” said 
Bell’s Scott Drennan, Vice President of 
Innovation. “While we are known for our 
80 years of creating vertical lift aircraft 
that move people, goods and data, we also 
want to help shape the operational infra-
structure in which they will live.”

INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure expansion at 
Bengaluru airport
The Kempegowda International Airport, 
Bengaluru (KIAB) handled 33.65 million 
passengers during the calendar year 2019 
as against 32.33 million in the previous year, 
registering a 4.1 per cent growth. While 
international passenger traffic witnessed 
double-digit growth of 14.0 per cent, an 
upswing from 4.27 million in CY 2018 to 4.87 
million in CY 2019, domestic traffic grew 
by 2.6 per cent, from 28.05 million to 28.78 
million. The year 2019 has been a turbulent 
year for Indian aviation, mostly impacted by 
the closure of a large airline and supply-side 
challenges caused by the grounding of some 
aircraft types. These factors had a ripple 
effect as the Air Traffic Movements (ATM) at 
KIAB were down by 0.1 per cent as against 
the double-digit CAGR witnessed in the 
previous five years. The total ATMs during 
2019 was 2,35,058 as compared 235,190 in 
CY 2018. Notably, international movements 
remained on the upswing, growing by 13.0 
per cent. On the domestic front, Delhi and 
Mumbai continued to be the most travelled 
destinations from Bengaluru while Singapore 
and Dubai were the top international cities 
by annual scheduled passenger movement 
in CY 2019. Seven new destinations and two 
new international airlines were introduced 
during the course of the calendar year. Two 
more Japan Airlines to Tokyo and Lufthansa 
to Munich are set to operate from summer 
of 2020. Currently, Bengaluru is connected to 
82 destinations, including 25 international 
cities. Thirty-six passenger airlines (eight do-
mestic and 24 international, including four 
Indian carriers) operate to and from KIAB 
on a regular basis. In addition, there are 14 
cargo airlines, including two Indian carriers. 
The government is investing `13,000 crore 
for creation of new infrastructure to cope 
with the high rate of growth.

Union budget proposes 100 new 
airports by 2024
The government’s Udan scheme is aimed 
at making air travel affordable, improving 
regional connectivity and developing re-
gional airports. The Union Budget presented 
by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman 
has proposed creating 100 new airports by 
2024 to help growing air traffic under the 
Udan scheme. “Air traffic has been growing 
rapidly in the country as compared to global 
average. One hundred more airports will be 
developed by 2024 to support Udan scheme.” 
the Finance Minister said.

“The budget announcement for 
developing 100 new airports by 2024 is a 
welcome initiative. It will definitely boost 
air traffic and tourism in hitherto lesser 
connected regions in the country. However, 
the proposed development of new air-
ports must be complemented by a holistic 
aircraft leasing and financing policy as 
announced in the last budget. In addition 
to this, a hike in FDI in aviation is highly 
warranted. We need more players in the sky, 
more aircraft to fly more passengers,” said 
Ankur Bhatia, Managing Director, Amade-
us, Indian subcontinent. “This budget also 
gives wings to aspirations of the common 
citizens by allocating resources for develop-
ment of 100 more airports under UDAN 
scheme by 2024,” Union Civil Aviation 
Minister Hardeep Puri said.

TECHNOLOGY

Creating jet fuel from water
German scientists and business leaders are 
working to create what they hope will be 
the first viable market for a carbon-neutral 
version of the kerosene that already powers 
most modern aircraft. The science is still 
based on chemical reactions pioneered 
in Germany in 1925, but instead of con-
verting coal and other fossil fuels like the 
oil-starved Nazis did during World War II, 
green kerosene is derived from water and 
actually pulls carbon dioxide out of the air 
during creation. The process which requires 
huge amounts of electricity generated from 
renewable resources to ensure carbon 
neutrality, fractures water into oxygen and 
hydrogen, which is then combined with 
carbon. The project is being overseen by 
Bremen University, in a consummately Ger-
man public-private research strategy that 
previously created the MP3. The German 
system, which the US is trying to emulate, 
aims to produce green fuels required for 
a sector of the economy like aviation that 
relies heavily on petroleum imports.

“Synthetic fuel is the only vision I can 
see right now to really become CO2 neutral 
in the conceivable future,” Deutsche Luf-
thansa AG Chief Executive Officer Carsten 
Spohr told a conference on sustainable 
aviation in the German capital in November. 
The German flag carrier is working with the 
consortium to supply what it expects will be 
five per cent of its fuel within five years. The 
non-fossil kerosene is being made at closely 
held Klesch Group’s Heide oil refinery near 
the North Sea, using renewable energy sup-
plied by local wind farms. •
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as airport privatisation and 
modernisation continue, 

there is an urgent need to 
focus on driving additional 

efficiency from existing 
airports, opening new low-

cost airports, encouraging 
airport competition, and focus 

on driving down costs while also 
comprehensively planning for the 

next fifty years
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& ModernisAtion
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t
he Government of IndIa continues its drive 
towards privatisation of airports. The beginning of 
the year saw ~48 per cent of domestic capacity under 
PPP airports. This figure is now at 60 per cent after 
the successful bid by Adani Airports for six airports. 

Another six airports may soon be bid out bringing the total air-
port capacity under PPP models to 65 per cent. Currently, pri-
vate airports in India have the majority of the passenger share. 
At over `35,000 crore, this amount is likely to double over the 
next decade towards capturing the market potential. Because 
with a 300-million strong middle class, low air travel penetra-
tion and an increasing propensity to spend, India is targeting 
500 million passenger trips in the next 20 years. Forecasts esti-
mate that India will be the third largest aviation market within 
the next six to seven years.

Because airports are guaranteed a monopoly status coupled 
with long term concession periods, this essentially translates 
to low competition, stable cash-flows and a captive consumer 
base. The monopoly status gives existing airports immense mar-
ket power and makes for a compelling case for investment. Cur-
rently, PPP airports are guaranteed a return on equity of 16 per 
cent. This is made possible by means of charges borne by the 
flying public. The process involves the airports submitting to 
the regulator, traffic projections along with operating expenses, 
taxes, the cost of capital, subsidies received and capex plans. A 
target revenue figure is calculated and the gap between the tar-
get revenue and actual revenue is recovered from the passengers 
via the levy of User Development Fee (UDF). That’s not all, in 
cases where the airport is unable to secure adequate financing 
for capex, the funding gap between the financing secured and 
required, is again borne by the passengers via Airport Develop-
ment Fees (ADF).

The terms of privatisation over the years have seen several 
changes and tweaks. While Cochin was the first PPP airport 
where the concession period was not defined and the revenue 
share was in the form of a dividend to the government, Hyder-
abad and Bengaluru terms stipulated a sixty-year concession 
with a four per cent annual concession fee. When it came to 
Delhi and Mumbai, the revenue share was 46.99 per cent and 
38.7 per cent respectively and the concession terms were 30 + 30 
years in the case of Delhi, and 30 + 10 years in the case of Mum-
bai. Later airports such as Goa had a 40 + 20 year concession 
period with a revenue share of 36.99 per cent but a five-year rev-
enue share holiday. Most recently, contracts for the six airports 
won by Adani Airports have 50-year concession periods and per 
passenger payments to the government instead of the earlier rev-
enue share agreement.

Interestingly, as one looks back, the Delhi and Mumbai agree-
ments were signed in 2006, and the regulatory model was only 
established in 2009, along with the creation of the Airport Eco-
nomic Regulatory Authority (AERA). The mandate of AERA was 
to ensure tariffs and fees charged to airports and passengers, 
and to monitor the quality of service. AERA passed its first tariff 
order in 2012. But the jury is out on how effective AERA has been. 
In several cases, its decisions are disputed and airports have 
indeed taken the legal route to challenge AERA’s decisions when 
not in their favour. Most recently, in 2019, the Regulatory Act was 
amended and AERA now only regulates airports which have an 
annual passenger capacity of 3.5 million and above.

The economic regulatory model for the country is one where 
the burden falls on the consumer. Consider these numbers: the 

Delhi airport’s final project cost was 3.8 times the initial estimate 
and in the case of Mumbai, it was 1.7 times the initial estimate. 
The burden of these cost overruns has to be covered by the fly-
ing public. Both airports were allowed to levy development fees 
to the tune of nearly `3,400 crore. The contribution via fees lev-
ied on passengers being 1.2 to 1.4 times the equity contribution 
in the case of Delhi and 3.0 to 3.2 times in the case of Mumbai. 
Given that the recent expansion at Bengaluru airport is esti-
mated to cost in excess of `10,340 crore, and a similar situation 
for the preliminary numbers being floated for Jewar and Navi 
Mumbai airports, a similar outcome may be assumed.

The economic regulatory model also leads to perverse incen-
tives for airports towards spending more because of how the 
returns are guaranteed based on the regulated asset base. Thus, 
airports continue to be built. Unfortunately, most of the focus 
has been on terminal buildings. Because construction of run-
ways requires land and given the challenges with land acquisi-
tion, airports simply take the easy way out and build fancier ter-
minals. This is highlighted by the fact that while investment in 
excess of $5.5 billion has gone into airports, 55 to 70 per cent of 
the total project cost for airport development have gone to ter-
minal buildings. The design and utility of these buildings clearly 

detaIls of major aIrports 
In IndIa

Airport Operator Year

Cochin Consortium 1998

Hyderabad GMR 2002

Bengaluru GVK 2004

Delhi GMR 2006

Mumbai GVK 2006

Mopa (Goa) GMR 2016

Navi Mumbai GVK 2017

Nagpur GMR 2018

Bhogapuram Under review by State Govt. 2019

Lucknow Adani 2019

Trivandrum Adani 2019

Mangalore Adani 2019

Ahmedabad Adani 2019

Jaipur Adani 2019

Guwahati Adani 2019

Jewar (Greater Noida) Zurich Airports 2020

Source: MoCA, Industry research

Forecasts estimate that India 
will be the third largest aviation 
market within the next six to 
seven years
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demonstrate that they are geared towards driving capex rather 
than driving aviation growth. Airports make the case that the 
terminal construction costs are capped and regulated, but the 
argument is flawed on many counts.

When it comes to airport modernisation, several initiatives 
are underway. But where it matters the most, namely on the 
airside capacity, the initiatives have been found wanting. The 
country is crying for airside capacity and very little progress has 
been made on this front. Other modernisation initiatives include 
technology, talent, sustainability, security and connectivity ini-
tiatives. Whether it is cross-linking of terminals, enhancing 
taxiways towards efficiency gains or inter-modal transfer, these 
are required for the long term success of the transport system. 
Bengaluru airport has tried test projects on digi-yatra where pas-
sengers can be automatically processed based on facial recog-
nition system at check points. Sustainability initiatives include 

the move away from single use plastic, energy efficient build-
ings, bio-toilets and ecological terminals with extensive greenery 
in and around airports. Connectivity initiatives have also seen 
progress with new metro-rail projects that will in the future, con-
nect to airports.

But modernisation initiatives also are challenging in that 
the Indian market characteristics are very different and unique. 
The market reality is one where of a population of 1.3 billion, 
84 per cent survive on a per capita income of less than $1,200. 
And within the remaining segment that flies, 80 per cent of the 
traffic is now on low-cost airlines. These passengers demand 
efficient airports that are low cost but high quality and enable 
passengers to fly in and out while minimising time. Demand 
patterns are also witnessing a gradual change. While metros 
will always be key to demand, the compounded annual growth 
rate of traffic in non-metro cities for the last decade has been 
14.5 per cent, albeit a lower base. Airport operators in these cit-
ies will face a challenge as the non-aero revenue potential may 
not be as high as in the metros and thus unique solutions will 
have to be ascertained.

Finally, India, like many growing economies, is looking at a 
trend of urbanisation. In fact, the United Nations’ World Urban-
isation Prospects indicates that amongst all countries, India 

The country is crying for airside 
capacity and very little progress 
has been made on this front

Best tHAn tHe rest: the new look of Mumbai international airport t2
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will see the highest increase in urban population. It is estimated 
that by 2050, India will add more people to its cities than are 
currently residing in them. And this is already being witnessed 
in cities such as Delhi which have grown to include Gurugram 
and NOIDA as parts of the National Capital Region or cities like 
Mumbai that are expanding northwards to Malad and eastwards 
to Navi Mumbai. The expansion of these cities essentially is a 
dispersal of the population and requires new airport capacity to 
come up. The question is whether these airports can come up 
soon enough.

Looking ahead, Indian aviation will require solutions that 
are built for purpose. Airport development has to be aligned 
with the market demand. Building fancy shopping areas with jet 
bridges attached simply does not cut it. Similarly, lounges, large 
floor areas, artwork, expensive parking and the 150-rupee cups 
of “Chai” are items simply not aligned to the market demand. 
Rather, these epitomise a mindset where Western models have 
been force-fit in the Indian context. A mindset that completely 
ignores the market reality!

As airport privatisation and modernisation continue, there 
is an urgent need to focus on driving additional efficiency from 
existing airports, opening new low-cost airports, encouraging 
airport competition via multiple airport systems and focus on 
driving down costs while also comprehensively planning for the 
next fifty years. The country needs a long-term comprehensive 
transport and development plan within which airports are the 
connectivity links. SP

The author is an India market expert and has held a variety 
of positions within the aviation industry. His roles include 
working as the Head of Strategy & Planning at Go Airlines 
(India) and with CAPA (Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation) 
where he led the Advisory and Research teams. He joined 
CAPA after working through a merger and restructuring at 
a legacy US carrier. Having lived and worked across four 
continents, he is an alumnus of the University of New South 
Wales and the London Business School. He is also a certified 
pilot with an Instrument Rating.

expansIon plans at major aIrports
Airport Expansion at Current Airport New Airport and Issues

Delhi (DIAL) 4th Runway by 2021 Jewar airport – in Uttar Pradesh. Awarded to Zurich Airports. Target date 2023

Mumbai (MIAL) Not possible Navi Mumbai airport – underway. Challenges remain. Likely completion 2024. Navi 
Mumbai awarded to existing airport operator – thus will not lead to additional 
competition

Bangalore (BIAL) 2nd Runway by end 2019 None planned. Should be evaluated including opening up HAL airfield which is not 
available for commercial flights per agreement with airport operator

Kolkata Efficiency improvement project 
underway

Extreme challenges with land identification (and acquisition) for a second airport

Hyderabad 
(GHIAL)

2nd Runway to be commissioned. 
Date not determined

Existing second airport not available for commercial flights per OMDA with airport 
operator

Chennai Not possible in current scenario Two sites identified. Consultants to be appointed. Completion date in 5 – 7 years

Pune Not possible in current scenario Site identified in Purandar, no clarity on land acquisition and timelines 

Ahmedabad Not possible in current scenario Second airport to come up in Dholera with a target completion date of 2022

Goa 2nd Airport by 2020 New airport at Mopa awarded to GMR. Target date 2022
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modernisAtion on tHe wAy: (Left) Jaipur international airport terminal and (right) Guwahati airport.
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While environmental 
activists insist that the 

only way to reduce aviation 
emissions is to take some 

planes out of the sky, engine 
manufacturers are making 

concerted efforts to reduce  
fuel burn

Greener SkieS:  
enGine ManufacturerS’  
initiativeS

GaME ChaNGEr: Pratt & Whitney’s Geared Turbofan PW1100G-JM engine
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S
ince the first turbojet powered aircraft, the 
Heinkel He 178 V1, flew on August 27, 1939, in Rostock, 
Germany, the jet engine has been acknowledged as one 
of the most complex and highly stressed machines ever 
developed. Commercial jet engines must be lightweight, 

efficient and economical to operate, yet safe and reliable. And 
now, there is unprecedented pressure on engine manufacturers 
from environmentalists and governments to reduce the adverse 
impact of their products on climate change. Aircraft and engines 
are indeed getting more fuel-efficient, but airline traffic continues 
to gallop ahead at an ever increasing rate.

Aviation currently accounts for just two to three per cent of 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions that lead to climate change. 
However, the scale of airliner deliveries in the coming decades 
is likely to dwarf the projected efficiency gains, making aviation’s 
share of emissions rise to an estimated 10 and 25 per cent by 
2050. Unfortunately, the industry still lacks viable ‘clean’ energy 
alternatives. Bio-fuels have great potential, but costs are high and 
production is pitifully meagre. Electrical propulsion is considered 
a fairly non-polluting option. However, large aircraft running on 
electricity are unlikely to be a reality for several decades to come. 

Will the large airliner of the future be powered by some revo-
lutionary propulsion system or can jet engine technology itself 
see major innovations that drastically improve fuel efficiency and 
lead to greener skies?

steP chAnGe. The Pratt & Whitney PW1100G high-bypass 
geared turbofan engine that entered commercial service in Janu-
ary 2016, on the Airbus A320neo aircraft, provides a welcome step 
change in fuel efficiency. This engine uses a large fan (more than 
two metres in diametre) and a gearbox to make the fan rotate more 
slowly than the turbine that drives it. Pratt & Whitney believes that 
this innovative engine, on which it spent more than 20 years and 
$10 billion to develop, has the potential to transform commercial 
aviation. As promised, it is delivering game-changing economic and 
environmental performance including a 16 per cent reduction in fuel 
consumption, a 75 per cent reduction in noise footprint and a 50 per 
cent reduction in Nitrogen Oxide (N2O) emissions.

Perhaps inevitably for a complex new engine, the engine has 
experienced a few glitches that have necessitated some modifica-
tion. This has affected the aircraft induction programmes as well 
as the flight schedules of some operators such as IndiGo Airlines 
and GoAir. However, thanks to the constant efforts of the manu-
facturer to address these issues, the worst seems to be over, and 
the innovative engine seems set for a bright future.

The CFM International LEAP-1 engine that started revenue ser-
vice in May 2017 powering a Boeing 737 MAX aircraft, also delivers 
many of the benefits of the PW1000 series, but with conventional 
turbofan architecture and without the additional weight and com-
plexity of a gearbox. It uses lightweight composite materials such as 
carbon fibre fan blades to achieve comparable fuel efficiency gains.

A biGGer AnD Greener future.  More recently, Boe-
ing seems to have put its recent 737 MAX troubles behind it. The 
futuristic Boeing 777X wide-body aircraft powered by the new 
General Electric GE9X high-bypass turbofan engine got airborne 
for the first time on January 25 this year and the flight was flaw-
less. Typically, the Boeing 777-9 will carry 426 passengers over a 
range of 7,285 nautical miles. It is the Boeing company’s biggest 
jet airliner and its 71.8-metre wingspan makes it the largest twin-
jet in the world. Naturally, its engines are also massive with 16 

fan blades of 340-cm diameter crammed into the engine capsule. 
Rated at 1,05,000 lbf (470 kN) of thrust, the GE9X is built with 
advanced materials such as Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC) 
and Carbon Fibre Composites (CFC). Fourth-generation CFCs 
make the fan blades lighter, thinner, stronger and more efficient. 
A composite fan case further reduces weight. With its impres-
sive 10:1 bypass ratio and 61:1 overall pressure ratio, the engine is 
expected to enhance fuel efficiency by ten per cent over its pre-
decessor, the General Electric GE90. A large aircraft such as the 
Boeing 777-9 is also far more economical to operate than two or 
three smaller aircraft totalling to equivalent passenger capacity.

Rolls-Royce claims that across the Atlantic, its cutting-edge 
Ultrafan technology will deliver a 25 per cent improvement in fuel 
burn compared to the first generation of its Trent engines and will 
“re-define the world of jet engines”. The Ultrafan, expected to be 
ready for ground testing later this year, will have a very large fan, 
perhaps as much as 350 cm in diameter. This huge fan will be pos-
sible thanks to the addition of a gearbox – a first for such a large 
engine. Rolls-Royce has developed special robots to make the fan 
blades from carbon fibre. The use of CMCs and super nickel alloys 
besides CFCs for the fan casing and blades could result in a 20 per 
cent weight saving compared with previous materials. The Ultra-
fan is a scalable design that can improve fuel efficiency on narrow 
or wide-body airliners entering service from the mid-2020s.

hYbriD AircrAft. However, Rolls-Royce is not putting all 
its eggs in the jet basket; it is also collaborating with Siemens and 

The CFM International LEAP-1 
engine that started revenue 
service in May 2017 powering 
a Boeing 737 MAX aircraft 
with conventional turbofan 
architecture and without the 
additional weight and complexity 
of a gearbox. It uses lightweight 
composite materials such as 
carbon fibre fan blades to achieve 
comparable fuel efficiency gains.
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Airbus in the development of a hybrid aircraft on which one of the 
four engines will be powered solely by electrical energy. If the hybrid 
plane, known as E-Fan, flies in 2021 as planned, the technology could 
be put to commercial use in the early 2030s to power short distance 
flights with a limited number of passengers. It could go a long way in 
meeting with the goals of the European Union of cutting CO2 emis-
sions by 75 per cent by 2050, while reducing emissions of Nitrous 
Oxide (N2O) by 90 per cent and generation of noise by 65 per cent.

Even though scores of small all-electric aircraft are currently 
under development, large long-haul aircraft propelled fully by 
electrical power may be many decades away because their power 
requirement is just too great. Battery weight currently accounts 
for as much as a third of the total aircraft weight and concerns 
regarding the potential fire hazard from batteries are yet to be 
adequately addressed. Hybrid aircraft, therefore, seem a far more 
viable proposition.

siMPLY sAbre. In a completely different class is the Syn-
ergistic Air-Breathing Rocket Engine (SABRE) fitted on the pro-
posed Skylon space plane. It is being developed by Reaction 
Engines, a company in the United Kingdom and promises a step 
change in propulsion. The SABRE will basically consist of three 
sections – a pre-cooler in front, a core combustion section with a 
smart thermo-dynamic cycle in the middle and a rocket arrange-
ment at the rear. The SABRE will be capable of flying at Mach 5.4 
in the air-breathing mode and up to Mach 25 in the rocket mode. 
At low speeds and low altitude, the SABRE would behave like a 
conventional jet engine, using atmospheric air for combustion 
and generation of power. As the aircraft accelerates to Mach 5, 
the air entering the engine would normally reach temperatures 
high enough to melt it like butter. Hence the compact pre-cooler 
heat-exchanger would be a key assembly, capable of taking an 
incoming airstream of over 1,000 degrees centigrade and cool-

ing it to 150 degrees centigrade in less than 1/20th of a second. 
At high speeds and high altitude, the SABRE could be switched 
to the rocket mode for possible space flight. It is expected to be 
flight tested as early as in 2021.

PLAnforM PLAnninG. As for the venerable jet engine, 
many analysts believe that it has already reached somewhere 
close to its technological limits. Fan and compressor blade design 
will continue to make minor advances and the relatively new 
geared turbofans may see significant evolution. But jet engines 
cannot get much more efficient without major innovation or radi-
cal redesign. Or even a switch to hydrogen as fuel.

Sooner or later, the aviation industry may be forced to make 
a transition from the current ubiquitous tube and wing design, 
with engines hanging below the wings, to a ‘blended wing’ design 
– an aircraft having no clear dividing line between the wings and 
the fuselage. According to NASA, the Blended Wing Body (BWB), 
a plane with a radical hybrid wing shaped body, will burn 27 per 
cent less fuel than the most economical engines currently in use. 
Commercial designs could be available by 2035. However, there 
are safety issues, especially in the emergency evacuation of pas-
sengers onboard a BWB. Also, passengers may be reluctant to 
sit in a windowless environment while those seated far from the 
centreline would experience considerable discomfort while the 
aircraft is executing turns.

While environmental activists insist that the only way to reduce 
aviation emissions is to take some planes out of the sky, engine 
manufacturers and airline operators are making concerted efforts to 
reduce fuel burn. Apart from more fuel-efficient engines, the mea-
sures include use of lighter materials, improved aerodynamics and 
more efficient operating procedures. Every effort towards the cher-
ished goal of greener skies counts. After all, each tonne of fuel saved 
means a saving of three tonne of CO2 emissions. SP

CuttING EdGE tEChNoloGy:
(Left) Rolls-Royce UltraFan with 140 inch 
Carbon Titanium fan set diametre.

(Top) boeing 777X wide-body aircraft 
is powered by the new General Electric 
GE9X high-bypass turbofan engine.
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The term sustainable 
Aviation Fuel (sAF) is 

the name given to any 
advanced aviation biofuel for 

jet aircraft that is produced 
from a sustainable, renewable 

feedstock

The Promise 
of Biofuels 
in Powering Air TrAvel
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A 
century and more of powered flight has 
seen spectacular progress in aircraft and their opera-
tion. However, one thing remains unchanged – the 
near-total dependence of aviation on oil. Spurred on 
by environmentalists, most industries are firmly on 

track to dramatically reduce if not eliminate, their addiction to 
fossil fuels. In fact, most cars, buses and trains running on elec-
tricity could become a reality in the foreseeable future. But while 
many small and slow electric-powered aircraft are already flying, 
none of the current fossil fuel alternatives will work for large and 
fast passenger aircraft. So why can’t airliners simply continue to 
be powered by Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF)?

Burning fossil fuels is almost certainly the primary cause of 
global warming that leads to climate change. Flying impacts the 
environment mainly because engines emit heat, noise, particu-
lates and Greenhouse Gases (GHG) like Carbon Dioxide (CO2). At 
present, these carbon emissions do not constitute a large portion 
of the total emissions – in fact just two to three per cent. However, 
since aviation is one of the fastest growing major sectors, it could 
account for five to fifteen per cent of global GHG emissions by 
2050. Despite the efforts of several airlines to clean up their act, 
the net results are uninspiring. For instance, Spanish carrier Ibe-
ria managed to reduce its emissions per seat by about six per cent 
in 2017, yet its absolute emissions increased by seven per cent 
thanks to increase in the number of flights.

The two measures considered most likely to reduce aviation 
emissions in the near and medium term are improvements in jet 
engine technology and the rapid introduction of biofuels. How-
ever, switching over to biofuels is easier said than done.

 defInInG BIofueLS. There is no single definition of what 
constitutes a biofuel. As the name suggests, biofuels are fuels derived 
from plants and plant products. These fuels taken from renewable – 
that is non-fossil sources – can be mixed with fossil fuels to improve 
their efficiency. More recently, the term Sustainable Aviation Fuel 
(SAF) has come into vogue. SAF is the name given to any advanced 
aviation biofuel for jet aircraft that is produced from a sustain-
able, renewable feedstock and is certified as being sustainable by a 
reputed agency such as the Roundtable on Sustainable Biomateri-
als (RSB). This certification is in addition to safety and performance 
criteria that all fuels intended for passenger aircraft must meet. 
Importantly, any SAF must be a “drop-in” fuel, that is, with near-
identical chemical composition to equivalent petroleum-based fuel. 
This means it can be directly mixed with ATF and used without any 
modification to the engine or to the airport fuelling service.

 GLoBaL HeadWay. Not too long ago, on February 24, 
2008, a Virgin Atlantic Boeing 747 airliner flew the first biofuel 

test flight between London and Amsterdam. One of its four jet 
engines was powered using a 20/80 blend of biofuel sourced from 
coconut and babassu with ATF. Following a technical review 
involving aircraft and engine manufacturers as well as oil compa-
nies, biofuels were approved for commercial use in July 2011. The 
first passenger flights powered by biofuel blends soon followed.

Since then, several manufacturers and airlines have been exper-
imenting with biofuels. Most recently, on February 14, 2020, General 
Dynamics announced that its Gulfstream G700 business jet made 
its first test flight powered by a 30/70 blend of SAF and jet fuel.

However, biofuels are no silver bullet and every option needs to 
be pursued to curb carbon emissions. For instance, Delta Air Lines, 
headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, will commit $1 billion over the 
next 10 years in an effort to become the world’s first carbon-neu-
tral airline. It aims to reduce its carbon footprint by increasing effi-
ciency and replacing ATF with SAF. It will also replace its existing 
jets with models that are 20 to 25 per cent more fuel-efficient.

According to an International Air Transport Association 
(IATA) report of May 2019, although SAF is being used in commer-
cial flights daily, the present production of such fuel amounts to 
less than one per cent of the total jet fuel demand. There is another 
way of looking at how far the industry needs to go. Against the cur-
rent 46.1 million commercial flights annually, the total number of 
flights that have ever flown with a biofuel blend is around 2,00,000.

 IndIa’S effortS. India entered the SAF era on August 27, 
2018, when low-cost carrier SpiceJet successfully operated a Bom-
bardier Q400 aircraft from Dehradun to Delhi. It was powered by 
a 25/75 blend of biofuel and ATF. The jatropha-based biofuel was 
developed by the CSIR-Indian Institute of Petroleum (IIP), Dehra-
dun. However, since then, it is the Indian Air Force (IAF) that has 
made better progress with SAF for its transport and helicopter 
fleets. On, May 31, 2019, the Centre for Military Aviation Certi-
fication (CEMILAC) cleared the blending of ten per cent biofuel 
across the IAF’s fleet of over 100 An-32 turboprop transport air-
craft. And on January 31, 2020, an IAF An-32 aircraft took off from 

The two measures considered 
most likely to reduce aviation 
emissions in the near and 
medium term are improvements 
in jet engine technology and the 
rapid introduction of biofuels

FirsT in inDia: spiceJet successfully operated a Bombardier Q400 
aircraft from Dehradun to Delhi powered by a 25/75 blend of  

biofuel and ATF.
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BioFuelsEnginEs

Leh with both engines powered by a ten per cent blend of biofuel, 
thus validating Indian biofuel for operational flying.

 for or aGaInSt? Biofuels are exceedingly complex prod-
ucts with many advantages and equally numerous disadvantages. 
There is still no definitive answer about how they measure up in 
terms of efficiency and ecological impact. According to IATA, “A 
flight completely powered by sustainable fuel has the potential to 
reduce the carbon emissions of that flight by up to 80 per cent.” 
However, most flights thus far have used only small quantities of 
biofuel in one engine.

Raw biomass feedstock can be converted into biofuel 
through various processes. Several sources are suitable includ-
ing oilseed crops such as soybean and sunflower, animal fats, 
sugar crops, plants and wood. Not only can these crops be 
grown again and again, but waste from them can also be used 
to manufacture biofuels. There are also multiple methods of 
manufacturing biofuels in different places and climates. Even 
domestic waste and industrial gases can be turned into SAF. 
Hence, it can be produced locally, as and when needed and 
close to airports, thus boosting the local economy. Storage and 
transportation costs can be accordingly reduced.

The main factor impeding the widespread use of SAF is cost. 
Not only do biofuels require high initial investment, but they 
currently cost three to four times as much as ATF. Refining SAF 
to increase its energy output is also more difficult than refining 
petroleum. And biofuels need to be burnt in larger quantities to 
produce the same amount of energy as fossil fuels.

Although biofuels have a lower carbon footprint, growing their 
feedstock uses copious amounts of oil and water, often severely 
stretching local water resources. In some countries, most notably 
Brazil – a pioneer in biofuels – they compete with food for arable 
land, raise food prices and have triggered rampant deforestation. 
While many biofuel crops can be grown on arid or marginal land, 
much of the world’s remaining forests could be destroyed in the 
process. This would adversely affect the habitat and biodiversity 
of many plants and animals.

 WHen crude runS out. Since crude oil is a non-renew-
able source, it will eventually dry up. Biofuels are, therefore, the 
obvious solution. However, while evaluating any biofuel, one 
must assess its full lifecycle cost and impact from growth to 
production to usage. The global supply of biofuels is also still 
pitifully small because economics trumps ecological consider-
ations. At present, there are reportedly only five airports with 
regular biofuel distribution namely Bergen, Norway; Brisbane, 
Australia; Los Angeles; Oslo and Stockholm. A few other air-
ports offer occasional supply. 

Given the will, many of the problems associated with biofuel 
production and usage can be solved. The most obvious step is to 
make the entire SAF process, from growth, harvesting and crush-
ing, to fermenting and refining, more efficient. And the use of ara-
ble land that makes food more expensive needs to be prohibited. 
SAF made from lumber waste, logging waste and municipal solid 
waste can avoid many of the controversies that have plagued bio-
fuel production so far.

According to Alexandre de Juniac, IATA’s Director General 
and CEO, “The momentum for SAF is now unstoppable.” 

In truth, if the airline industry is to meet its ambitious goals 
of carbon-neutral growth from 2020 onwards and a 50 per cent 
reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050 as compared to 2005, SAFs 
will be key. But research and investment need to be intensified 
and sustained in order to develop SAFs that genuinely cut emis-
sions without adversely affecting the environment. SP

Biofuels are no silver bullet and 
every option needs to be pursued 
to curb carbon emissions

vision For ThE FuTurE: Gulfstream G700 business jet made its first test flight powered by a 30/70 blend of sAF and jet fuel
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aircraft financing is a big 
ticket activity which has 

seen an ascendency as 
aviation companies are buying 

additional aircraft

AircrAft 
LeAsing And 
finAnce
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t
he present century has witnessed a colos-
sal increase in the demand for aircraft that are fuel effi-
cient, faster, technologically better, safer and provide 
greater luxury on board. As a result, old aircraft are 
being replaced even before the expiry of their total tech-

nical life. An aircraft is expensive. Consequently, there is a need to 
secure loans or leases to acquire expensive aircraft. The current 
economic slowdown in the Indian economy and the reluctance 
of banks to finance large expenditures have caused a liquidity 
crunch. Hence, airlines are diversifying their financier base. The 
challenges of securing aviation finance and the peculiarities of 
this sector can be overcome by a mix of funding sources.

 FInancInG neeDs. The recent surge in global trade has 
induced mass movement of manpower and materials. This has 
led to the emergence of new markets for the aviation sector. 
The existing airlines saw this opportunity and started acquiring 
additional aircraft to satiate this emerging demand. With more 
people willing to spend on air travel, airlines procured new air-
craft. When an airline acquires a new aircraft, it tries to sell off 
the old one. This has not been easy because new players prefer 
to buy smaller aircraft directly from the manufacturers instead of 
going for old stock. Consequently, the old unsold inventory blocks 
potential liquidity.

New aviation regulations have also forced airlines to acquire 
conforming aircraft. Consequently, airlines are introducing fuel 
efficient, ergonomic aircraft as the customers want the best flying 
experience. Accordingly, the airlines are forced to upgrade to better 
aircraft. Airline mergers and acquisitions lead to inventory expan-
sion for standardisation, acquisition of incremental aircraft and 
to diversify the types of aircraft needed to cater to new demands. 
Inventory optimisation has become a norm as better mathematical 
and statistical tools are available to suggest cost minimisation and 
profit maximisation. The use of machine learning, artificial intelli-
gence and big data analysis helps airlines to optimise aircraft hold-
ings to remain profitable. All these facets indicate the requirement 
for procurement of additional aircraft. Hence, a colossal require-
ment of funds manifests itself. The aviation sector has some unique 
financial peculiarities which are articulated further.

 pecuLIarItIes OF aVIatIOn FInance. The typical 
cost of a Boeing 737-700 aircraft is `637 crore. Hence, we can eas-
ily see that aircraft acquisition is a large capital business where 
funding is secured before the purchase. An aircraft is a highly ver-
satile vehicle. It can move over any geographical expanse of land 
or water and operate in any country having any political ideology. 
This is both an advantage and a challenge. The advantage accrues 
from the fact that an aircraft can be deployed in any country to 
earn money. The challenge lies in the fact that since its opera-
tions extend across different political ideologies and regulatory 
authorities, it becomes tricky in terms of ownership, taxation, 
depreciation, accounting practices and operating norms. The 
residual value of an aircraft can become quite volatile because of 
regulations, disposal norms and easy availability of new aircraft. 
Hence, considerable hedging, reserve creation and liquidity have 
to be ensured for survival.

An aircraft is globally reusable by any entity which buys it. 
Being an expensive proposition, a great deal of coordination and 
market survey is required to ensure that finance is raised from 
multiple sources with the least cost of borrowing. Usually, a single 
financial institution loathes to fund an airline because of high risk 

concentration. As a result, airlines have to source funding from 
different financiers at different interest rates. It can be seen that 
the aviation sector has got multiple financial peculiarities which 
create financial challenges.

 chaLLenGes In FInancIaL acQuIsItIOn. The avia-
tion financiers require hard assets as collateral securities against 
loans. Since the capital requirement is large, it has to be acquired 
through multiple agencies. This requires considerable coordina-
tion and cooperation between all the lenders and persons who 
raise the capital. A few years ago, the Basel III norms were pro-
mulgated to ensure financial stability in the banking sector. These 
norms indicated the quantum of liquidity that was required to be 
maintained by various financial institutions. As a result, it raised 
the cost of borrowing. The recent cases of loan default by indus-
trialists followed by flight from India after frauds have forced the 
banks to loathe funding big ticket projects like aviation. Hence, a 
liquidity crunch is being faced by big ticket borrowers. Poor finan-
cial credibility of executives also makes funding difficult. More so, 
if the company taking the loan is unable to show credible cash 
flows. It heightens the risk of bad debts and makes funding scarce. 
New players prefer to buy smaller aircraft directly from the manu-
facturer rather than buying old aircraft. Consequently, money 
remains blocked in old unsold aircraft. Global economic uncer-
tainty and black swan type disruptions have increased the risk of 
operating globally. Hence, financial institutions are now careful 
while funding aircraft acquisitions. In spite of all these issues, the 
aviation sector can still tap multiple sources of funding.

 sOurces OF aVIatIOn FInance. Institutional wealth 
is the easiest way of getting money for aviation finance. Money 

The challenge of owning an 
aircraft lies in the fact that 
since its operations extend 
across different political 
ideologies and regulatory 
authorities, it becomes tricky in 
terms of ownership, taxation, 
depreciation, accounting 
practices and operating norms. 
The residual value of an aircraft 
can become quite volatile 
because of regulations, disposal 
norms and easy availability 
of new aircraft. Hence, 
considerable hedging, reserve 
creation and liquidity have to be 
ensured for survival.
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from the sovereign wealth funds, insurance companies, pension 
funds, own cash and special purpose bonds will provide low cost, 
lump sum funds for financing aviation assets. In case, an insti-
tution has got its own cash, this is the best source of financing 
aircraft purchase. Bridge loans from banks would be available 
if the institutional investors have put in the margin money and 
are providing the aircraft as collateral security to the banks. This 
arrangement would enable the quick release of funds without too 
many strings being attached. Another important avenue is the 
manufacturer’s financial support to help the purchaser acquire 
the aircraft. Boeing has got a separate company for financing its 
own aircraft sales. Private Equity is one of best ways of getting 
low cost finance but it will bring in some control in the form of 
executive or non-executive members on the Board of Directors of 
the promoters. This funding hinges on the creditworthiness and 
the assured cash flow generation modeled by the operators. In 
the absence of any of these factors, it will be very difficult for the 
organisation to raise private equity.

Direct lending by multiple banks as secured or unsecured 
loans is also an option subject to the financial magnitude being 
raised. Banks prefer to have secured collaterals from creditworthy 
directorship of an airline. They would like to ascertain with guar-
antee, the cash flows and their ability to repossess and further 
resell these assets in the case of distress to recover their capital. 
This is known as secured lending. However, leasing is another 
option which can be used either as a stand-alone method of rais-
ing capital or as a combination with the options enumerated 
hithertofore.

 aIrcraFt LeasInG. Leasing is quite like renting. However, 
it is for a long term and has implications on depreciation, taxa-
tion and ownership rights. During the period of the lease or on 
its termination, the ownership of the assets can be an option for 
the operator. Operating lease is the most common form of financ-
ing. The leasing company uses its capital to buy an aircraft and 
provide it to the operator in exchange for being paid for its use 
on a monthly or yearly basis. The ownership lies with the leaser. 
Usually, it is a short-term recourse not exceeding ten years. It is 

preferred by a start-up company to reduce its capital out flow. It 
could be used to acquire better aircraft or to exploit a short-term 
opportunity. The operator chooses the aircraft and approaches 
the leasing company that buys the aircraft and provides or leases 
it to the operator for use. On expiry of the lease, the aircraft is 
returned to the leasing company in the same condition as it was 
received so that the aircraft can be leased to another operator. 
A lease could be a dry or a wet lease. In the case of a dry lease, 
only the aircraft is provided to the operator. No staff or mainte-
nance services are provided with it. In the case of wet lease, the 
aircraft along with the crew and the necessary maintenance staff 
is provided to the operator, usually for a short duration. It is a 
more expensive option. Wet lease is usually preferred when a new 
type of aircraft is introduced in service by the operator for which 
it may not have trained staff. Once the operator has got its own 
staff, which may be less expensive, the operator may shift to dry 
lease. Thus, wet lease usually, is a short term bridge lease to capi-
talise on a fleeting opportunity.

Buy, sell and leaseback model entails the operator to purchase 
the aircraft which then is re-sold to the leasing company and is 
taken back on lease from the second buyer to be used by the first 
buyer or the operator. The latter then frees his own cash that he 
had spent on acquiring the original aircraft. This spare cash can 
now be used to tide over the liquidity issues and other operat-
ing expenses in terms of fuel hedging, advertising, administration 
and other operational expenditure. Finance leasing, also known 
as capital leasing, involves a capital-intensive company purchas-
ing an aircraft and then leasing it to the operator. The latter can 
either acquire the asset at the end of the lease depending on the 
agreement or release it back to the owner, without having any-
thing to do with the liabilities of the end life of the aircraft. Aircraft 
financing is a big ticket activity which has seen an ascendency 
as aviation companies are buying additional aircraft. This forces 
aircraft purchasers to raise money from different sources. Fund-
ing availability depends upon the buyer’s down payment, credit-
worthiness and production of credible cash flow statements. It 
is these factors that will be encourage the financiers to part with 
their money for the aviation sector. SP

PrEfErrED wAY of finAncing:
boeing and air lease Corporation’s  
first 737 MaX 8 for Cayman airways
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Air transport is witnessing a 
wave of innovations and one 

such development is the foray 
into supersonic flight

Are we At the Cusp of 
supersoniC 
Airliners?

sustAinAble And supersonic:
AS2 - Aerion Supersonic offers a sustainable supersonic flight that is as enjoyable, carbon-neutral, and quiet as it is technologically advanced.
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A
s airliners have evolved, the advance-
ments in aircraft can be traced to three basic factors, 
namely, size, efficiency and speed. As for size, from 
1980s onwards, the size of aircraft has remained stable 
from the point of view of average seat count by aircraft 

type. On the aspect of efficiency, aircraft have progressively deliv-
ered better performance that has largely been driven by engine 
manufacturers. From 1980 onwards, the efficiency gains have 
been to the tune of 70 per cent. But on speed, aircraft have not 
evolved significantly despite the fact that technology has been 
readily available. This is likely to change in the near future.

 Air transport is witnessing a wave of innovations and one 
such development is the foray into supersonic flight. With the 
technology available today, a transcontinental trip should take 
only three to four hours but instead it takes seven to eight hours. 
Progress on attaining higher cruising speeds has been stagnant 
since the grounding of the Concorde in 2003. Airlines are flying 
slower segments and longer flights, and the airport experience 
is only getting worse. And as demand shifts eastward, there is a 
distinct segment that will readily pay for flights at higher speeds. 
This is the opportunity that supersonic airliners may target.

Traditional arguments against supersonic airliners have 
included challenges in respect of policy, planning and profit-
ability. But it seems these are gradually thawing. On the policy 
front, in 2018, the Federal Aviation Administration, the aviation 
regulator of the United States (US), was re-authorised by the US 
Congress and was tasked to formulate regulations in respect of 
supersonic civil transport. Furthermore, the ban on supersonic 

flight over the US that has been in effect since 1973 is to be 
reviewed by 2025. To be sure, this ban only extends on flights 
over land and does not apply to flights over the sea. And in the 
event this is lifted which is likely to be the case, it will open up to 
ten times the routes that are currently available. Planning chal-
lenges are also gradually alleviated as airlines have worked with 
new structures and subsidiaries whereby the core operation is 
not disrupted. Because failing that, airlines will end up cannibal-
ising their own routes both in terms of revenue and costs. Finally, 
in respect of profitability, the market size for supersonic aircraft 
is estimated to be between $200 and $300 billion. The market-
size speaks volumes because in the grand scheme of things, it is 
a small market. Thus traditional manufacturers such as Airbus 
and Boeing are not likely to focus on this area excluding projects 
funded by the military. The field is thus open for newcomers and 
by extension, for disruptive innovation.

To be sure, aircraft designers have already been designing air-
craft that fly just below the speed of sound. The Gulfstream G650 
flies at Mach 0.925 while the Cessna Citation X flies at Mach 0.935. 
Pushing this just a bit more, brings it into the realm of supersonic 
transport. Here innovations in wing design are already underway 
and engine makers, having delivered very high efficiency from 
existing engines, are likely to be up for a new challenge. Indeed, as 
it stands, several engine makers will move to clean sheet designs 
for the next round of development in the domain of power plants. 

On the technology front, new composite materials, advances in 
propulsion and innovations in sound modeling, are paving the way. 
Extensive work has been done on “boom-shaping” which refers to 

Types of aircrafT and Their  
average speed

Aircraft Year Speed (mph)

Wright Flyer 1903 68

DC3 1935 207

Lockheed Connie 1951 330

Boeing 707 1957 625

Boeing 747 1969 583

Concorde 1969 1354

Airbus 330 1992 541

Boeing 777 1994 587

Source: OEM data

Models of supersonic  
aircrafT

Company Aircraft Type Speed  
(Mach No.)

Passenger 
Capacity*

Aerion Business jet 1.2 8–12

Boom Passenger jet 2.2 55–75

Hypermach Business jet 6.6 50–55

Exosonic Passenger jet 1.8 50–70

Spike Aerospace Business jet 1.8 N/A

*Some capacity numbers have been estimated based on available details Source: Exosonic

The concepT of BooM shaping

Without Boom Shaping:  
Shockwaves combine to produce a bang

With Boom Shaping:  
Shockwaves remain apart to produce a softer thump

Ground pressure over time
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how the shockwaves are separated once the sound barrier is bro-
ken. Aerospace designers have worked with structures that lever-
age design towards boom shaping thereby minimising impact.

Furthermore, several factors are aligning which may have 
flight-path ahead clearing up for supersonic transport. This 
includes movements such as flight-shaming in Europe, the 
move to “green-equity” or the fact that the world requires trans-
port solutions that are just faster and better. With airliners that 
fly twice as fast, on a consolidated basis, the “waste” generated 
is half as much. Utilisation doubles and perhaps “all-premium” 
operators will emerge. In the race are firms that range from 
Aerion Supersonic, Boom Technology, HyperMach, Exosonic 
and Spike Aerospace. And to make this possible, the funding 
sources include venture capital ecosystem, foreign govern-

ments, organisations such as NASA and also the US Air Force. 
The US government actually has a technology accelerator pro-
gramme for start-ups. 

That said, supersonic airliners will always be a niche segment 
as almost all operators are of the view that this can only be used 
as a premium service. Yet, as urbanisation trends rise and global 
wealth increases, financial centres will most certainly be a tar-
get market. This will also pose a challenge for mega-hubs and the 
full-service airlines as the hypothesis is that the premium traveler 
will pay for time saved rather than for comfort. As such, the most 
profitable portion of demand will move away from regular car-
riers to supersonic airliners. And this is a challenge that aircraft 
manufacturers will have to address.

It may well be the case, as was with the Concorde, that the 
seats on supersonic airliners may actually not be completely 
reclining business class. But then, on a three and a half-hour flight 
that gets you from London to New York or potentially a four-hour 
flight from New Delhi to London, maximising the space a passen-
ger has to manoeuver is just one aspect of the planning proposi-
tion. Once they return to the skies, the supersonic airliners will 
indeed be a game changer.

The famed venture capitalist Peter Thiel astutely observed 
that we are so busy looking at our phones that we have failed to 
see that there has been very little innovation in transport, and 
how we move goods and people around us. Indeed, while order-
ing cabs via the phone or communicating via short characters or 
via messages that disappear has been innovative, transportation 
solutions for the most part have stayed the same. With super-
sonic transport once again on the anvil, that may just change in 
the years to come. SP

sAfe, efficient And sustAinAble: Xb-1 supersonic jet from boom Technology

Airlines are flying slower 
segments and longer flights, 
and the airport experience 
is only getting worse. And as 
demand shifts eastward, there 
is a distinct segment that will 
readily pay for flights at higher 
speeds
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“

“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market, 

initiating 50 years ago (in 1964) publishing magazines relating to Army, 

Navy and Aviation sectors without any interruption is a commendable job 

on the part of SP Guide Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has 

established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in 

success.”

Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)

SP's Home Ad with Modi 2016 A4.indd   1 06/03/20   4:15 PM
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With the advent of drones, 
things are set to become 

better and improve the 
quality of lives of millions of 

impatient people who inhabit 
the earth

Drones as 
the Future 
oF transport
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t
oday, as the population is growing and the 
number of vehicles on the roads is increasing, it is caus-
ing a considerable chaos almost everywhere on the 
earth. The highways are blocked, roads are congested 
and there is encroachment on the roads. Everybody 

wants to reach their destination and get their deliveries at the 
earliest. This is a difficult expectation. However, with the advent 
of drones, things are set to become better and improve the qual-
ity of lives of millions of impatient people who inhabit the earth.

A drone is a small device which flies along a pre-determined 
route through a system of propellers. The most important thing is 
that a drone is unmanned. It can be controlled manually with the 
use of special remote equipment. Alternatively, it can be pre-fed with 
the coordinates of points that it will traverse to travel between places. 

The drones today, apart from being programmable to follow 
a particular itinerary, are capable of returning to the launch point 
thanks to algorithms such as Simultaneous Localisation and 
Mapping (SLAM). Drones come in various sizes. As a result, dif-
ferent payloads can be fitted on them as per the requirements. 
Electronic devices, sensors, electro-mechanical devices and many 
such combinations of functional add-ons can help the human 
society to be integrated with a drone.

 eMployaBility oF dRones. The uniqueness of the 
drones is their ability to take off and land vertically anywhere. 
They are programmable to carry out multifarious tasks. China has 
started using drones that detect people moving without wearing 
a face mask. A drone then comes near the person and announces 
loudly to them to put on their face masks. This is used to contain 
the spread of corona virus on a real time basis. Moreover, drones 
can also be utilised to deliver medicines, food, clothing and other 
supplies to the quarantined victims of corona virus. This protects 
the paramedics from the virus and at the same time, the requisite 
resources reach the target population.

Disaster management is the next most important realm 
where drones can be used. Drones, when fitted with suitably grid-
ded cameras, can detect the population density over disaster-
prone areas such as large gatherings at human congregations. As 
a result, whenever the density of humans per square metre rises 
above the limit, it can automatically detect and trigger an alarm 
to the control station. Disaster management forces can then 
move in and control the situation.

Once disaster has already struck in a particular place, sen-
sors can be mounted on drones which could then transmit back 
live images where the dead or the injured may be lying. The 
requisite disaster management forces can then be directed to 
prevent further damage and loss of human life. Of late, agricul-
ture has seen a vivid adaptation of drones. Farmers have fixed 
electro-mechanical devices on drones that dispense seeds, 
manure, urea granules, insecticide and pesticide sprays to have 
a uniform spread over designated areas. This reduces the cost 
of cropping. The farmer in return, saves money and is also not 
exposed to hazardous chemicals. Today, farmers face the prob-
lem of stray cattle destroying their crops. Consequently, drones 
can be used during day and night to detect ingress of cattle into 
the farmlands and also use suitably mounted speakers on the 
drones to scare the cattle away. This is a harmless way of pro-
tecting crops from damage by cattle.

Amazon is the first to use drones to deliver merchandise to 
customers. All that needs to be done is that suitable clamps need 
to be fixed onto the drones that can lift the tote bags containing 

various deliverables. The drone can then be flown to the deliv-
ery point and the pre-loaded face recognition software can help 
in detecting the right customer in order to unlock the tote bag 
restraining contraption. This way, emergency supplies, hot food, 
chilled drinks and even laundry can be delivered to the consumer 
quickly by avoiding all road-based bottlenecks.

Another advantage is that the delivery staff has to oper-
ate within human waking hours whereas drones can deliver at 
anytime, to any suitable technically approved area. It does not 
depend upon the waking life cycle of human beings. It is free from 
any tolls, police barricades and traffic jams as in the case of sur-
face transport.

Drones can also monitor wildlife. They can pick up the bio 
samples floating on the surface of the ocean, rivers or within the 
core areas of the jungle. A drone can track elephants that tend to 
enter into human settlements resulting in human - elephant con-
flict. If suitable numbers of drones are employed, then the move-
ment of elephant herds can be tracked and using high endurance 
loud sound emanating drones, the animals can be channelised 
back into the forest areas.

On finding animal carcass within the jungle, drones can be 
used to fly down and pick up flesh samples for DNA checking. 
Endangered animals like the whales can be studied as consider-
able evidence of their DNA, stress levels and pregnancy-based 
hormones can be found from an analysis of secretions at its 
blow holes. Highly manoeuverable drones can be used to extract 
exudes from the blow holes of the whales as they come to the 
surface to breathe.

Drones can be mounted with metal detectors, thermal detec-
tors, avalanche victim detectors and ion-based sensors that can 
detect environmental pollutants, humans and metals on the sur-
face of the Earth or slightly below it. Calibrated drones, can map 
archaeological sites during e excavation. The bird’s eye view of 
the excavation indicates the magnitude and the anthropological 
lifestyles which the generations enjoyed at the archeological site.

Since a medical emergency can take place anywhere, a small 
hospital may not be equipped to have all the requisite analysis 
tools, implants and sophisticated medical equipment. In such a 
case, a drone can simply move the requisite material from the 
central repository to the site where the emergency surgery is 
required to be carried out. Thus, precious human lives can be 
saved as also the cost of stocking of implants and tools at differ-
ent places can also be minimised.

Medical implants can be stocked and delivered through a hub-
and-spoke model with drones. The critical and expensive medical 
equipment and implants can be stored at a pre-designated hub. 
Whenever the need arises, the requisite items can be delivered 
by a drone along the spokes. This minimises the cost of holding 
of inventory and reduces the chance of medicines and implants 
overshooting their shelf life.

Drones are indeed the future 
of air transport; their use 
is limited to the human 
imagination
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Power lines near the pylon touch points usually accumulate 
carbon. This raises the resistance. Heavy-lift capacity drones 
with water supply, water propulsion mechanisms and with 
onboard camera fly up to the wire and squirt water to wash 
away the carbon deposits on the insulators ruling out the dan-
ger of electrocution of humans. Drones can be used to carry out 
cable inspection of overhead high voltage lines above railway 
tracks especially near traction joints. A drone will beam back 
live images of the wires. This will not disrupt the railway traffic 
and at the same time, provide a visual clue about the health of 
the copper cable.

Usually, the fractional distillation towers of refineries have 
to be periodically inspected for cracks, leakages, corrosion or 
metallurgy failure. Once, the distillation process is going on, it 
is difficult for technicians to climb the tower. This issue can be 
mitigated by using drones to beam back live images to the con-
trol station. This will give an indication of the health of the refin-
ery. Refineries produce toxic sulphur compounds while distill-
ing crude oil. If a person works for long periods in a refinery, he 
loses his olfactory sense to detect sulphur fumes. Consequently, 
if a worker ventures out carelessly into the sulphur predominant 

areas, there is a chance that he will lose consciousness. In order 
to save human lives, drones fitted with sulphur-detecting sen-
sors, can be flown through pre-planned itineraries and detect 
the levels of sulphur compounds permeating out of the distilla-
tion infrastructure.

Such equipment can also be used for checking the health of 
the boilers, chimneys of factories. Outdoor transformers too can 
be inspected this way. So, human beings that way are not exposed 
to the dangers of electrocution or burning as the case may be.

Drones can be programmed to return to their point of launch 
in case of low battery. This is a great safety and asset safeguard-
ing capability. Logisticians while moving merchandise by drones 
do not need to plan for tolls, delays at police barriers or in traf-
fic jams. Usually, one human per vehicle is required to operate 
it. However, in the case of drone logistics, one man can control 
the flight itineraries of multiple drones and deliveries at the same 
time by staggering their timings. So, the cost of operations of a 
drone vis-a-vis that of a vehicle is considerably lower.

The success of drone-based logistics lies in the integration of 
computer vision-based face recognition system, artificial intelli-
gence, machine learning and big data analysis in order to opti-
mise cost and maximise profit. The use of mathematical tools will 
indicate the minimum investment required to procure drones 
and operate them for a given workload.

 Drones are indeed the future of air transport; their use is lim-
ited to the human imagination. As better mechanical equipment 
becomes available that is able to programme itself to minimise 
its downtime and maximise its work time, it will make life easier 
for the human beings and reduce cost of logistics considerably. SP

The uniqueness of the drones is 
their ability to take off and land 
vertically anywhere

VerSaTile deViCe:
(Top) Drones can be utilised to deliver 

medicines, food, clothing and other 
supplies to the quarantined victims of 

corona virus.

(right) Amazon is the first to use drones 
to deliver merchandise to customers.
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As an investment in 
profession, piloting beats 

all other professions as the 
return on investment is very 

high and much faster

Avenues for Holders of 

CommerCiAl 
Pilot liCenCe

lucraTiVe career: 
there is no shortage of 

youngsters struggling to enter the 
elite club of pilots
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e
very time the sine curve of Indian Civil Aviation 
commences its journey upwards in the positive regime, 
Indian youth head in large numbers towards flying 
schools in India or abroad to obtain the coveted Com-
mercial Pilot Licence (CPL). In this age of aspirations that 

have multiplied million fold, the number of youngsters wanting 
to be a pilot, is astronomical. Vast reach of communications has 
helped spread the attractiveness of piloting as a profession with-
out anyone really marketing it. As always in life, finance becomes a 
big stumbling block. Today, it costs upwards of `35 lakh to obtain 
a CPL. In fact some of the reputed flying schools even charge 
much more. The course fee at Government-owned Indira Gandhi 
Rashtriya Uran Akademi (IGRUA) is `42 lakh excluding boarding 
and lodging costs. Training abroad as an alternative may appear 
cheaper, but when the entire hidden costs surface, it proves to be 
an expensive proposition.

 retUrn On investment. As an investment in profes-
sion, piloting beats all other professions as the return on invest-
ment is very high and much faster. Easy entry conditions pro-
vide the icing on the cake. You need to be at least 18 years old 
post training, with a pass score sheet of XII standard with math-
ematics and physics included as subjects. An investment below 
`40 lakh spread over two years, catapults you to a position of 
employability that will recoup the investment in a very short 
time. No other profession can match such performance. What 
is even more attractive is that this profession does not demand 
brilliance to get a license. All it requires is an average level of 
learning ability and a bit of hard work to cross the first hurdle 
of clearing the written exams conducted every quarter by the 
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), India’s regulatory 
authority. The second hurdle of completing flying training of 200 
hours is a pleasurable pursuit if one has the basic mind body 
coordination. If one is not blessed with this attribute even at 
average levels, it can then be a challenge. This becomes appar-
ent quite early on in which case, a sensible solution would be to 
opt out of this career.

Piloting is now gaining more currency as, of the erstwhile 
two most popular professions of Engineering and Medical, the 
former has lost its clout and Medical education keeps getting 
more expensive each day. In addition, piloting is the career of 
choice for a mid-career shift. It has very easy entry conditions 
as its large span of age at entry acts as a great enabler. Working 
engineers/doctors dissatisfied with their jobs/employer/career, 
work for some years to build a corpus and then use it to invest 
in flying training.

Earlier, the high cost factor of flying training restricted it to 
those who could afford it. No longer is it so. The aspiring middle 
class has now joined the queue. Selling their property or taking 
bank loans to fund their dreams, there is no shortage of young-
sters struggling to enter this elite club.

While the investment in obtaining a CPL has high returns 
like in all equity or mutual fund brochures, the small print must 
be read carefully. The expanding civil aviation market in India is 
cyclic and phases of expansion are generally punctuated by failure 
of airlines, buyouts, mergers and acquisitions as every expansion 
follows a consolidation phase. Period 2000-2020 is an illustrator 
to understand the risks involved. The optimistic moods in early 
years of the first decade of this century, witnessed a boom with 
very high demand for pilots. Both Captains and Co-Pilots were in 
short supply. The airlines had to hire expatriate pilots to fill the 

void. Co-Pilot seats were filled in by anyone with a license recog-
nised by the DGCA. Quality became the victim. A few incidents/
accidents later, the regulator became stricter and the airlines 
realised that dubious quality intake into the cockpit, did immense 
harm to their business. This resulted in the drying up of slots for 
CPL holders. The economic slowdown post 2008, added more 
woes to the consolidation phase of the Indian civil aviation indus-
try. Awaiting entry into airline cockpit, the queue of CPL holders 
kept getting longer. Meanwhile, to beat the quality nightmare, the 
airlines switched to their own Airline Cadet Programmes where 
they could oversee the complete training process and ensure 
quality. This Programme included Type Rating and cost close to 
` one crore. With the collapse of Kingfisher Airlines, Jet Airways 
and with the fate of Air India uncertain, opportunities for CPL 
holders are shrinking.

 AirLine CADet PrOGrAmme. The writing on the wall 
becomes visible to all generally after a time lag and always coin-
cides with the phrase “too late”. Scores of pilot aspirants are busy 
chasing their dreams and their numbers are continuously on the 
rise. Number of CPLs issued each year by DGCA is on the rise, 
whereas induction by airlines is reducing. As per reliable sources, 
IndiGo and SpiceJet have totally switched to induction through 
their Cadet Programmes. Air India in any case, has stopped 
recruiting till its fate is decided. That leaves only Vistara and 
GoAir. This produces a phenomenal mismatch when one views 
the long line of unemployed CPL holders. Most of these belong to 
the aspiring middle class which lagged in the chase of the busi-
ness cycle of the Indian civil aviation industry. Their savings are 
sunk and they have only CPL in hand and not a job.

 mitiGAtiOn strAteGy. How do we mitigate the situa-
tion and help the affected CPL holders? Are any avenues available 
that can accommodate this large group of pilots who have flown 
for two years and have amassed considerable aviation knowl-
edge? They have breathed and lived aviation and have imbibed 
more than the basic fundamentals of this industry. Unfortunately, 
even the General Aviation segment has not shown any growth 
despite the UDAAN scheme.

One is therefore, forced to look for solutions outside the 
cockpit. Solutions suggested here must be viewed as temporary 
wherein these skill-sets and knowledge gained are utilised for a 
fixed tenure and as prospects of employment in airlines improves, 
CPL holders will migrate back to piloting.

Let us first consider Air Traffic Control (ATC). A successful 
model is in existence at IGRUA whose ATC is manned by CPL 
holders awaiting employment by airlines. IGRUA selects willing 
CPL holders and then with the help of ex AAI/Military ATCOs, 
trains them in the role of an Air Traffic Controller. Fully conver-
sant with most procedures, a small dedicated module of train-
ing is imparted to them and they man the controller’s desk. The 

The expanding civil aviation 
market in India is cyclic 
and phases of expansion are 
generally punctuated by failure 
of airlines
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experience has been that when a pilot in the air is controlled by 
a pilot on the ground, there is a significant gain in flight safety 
as both are on the same page. Their situational awareness is 
very high. Their response in emergencies is quicker and real-
istic. As soon as vacancies arise in airlines, these controllers 
will be the first to be inducted and are replaced by fresh CPL 
holders. Both individuals and the training organisation stand 
to gain in the process. Now the same model has been replicated 
by the National Flying Training Institute (NFTI) at Gondia air-
field. In fact, all flying training organisations operating out of 
uncontrolled airports, must adopt this system as it enhances 
flight safety.

Even if all the Flying Training Organisations (FTOs) and the 
airfields used by them adopt this method, the number of CPL 
holders who will be gainfully employed in the waiting period 
prior to hitting a jackpot with the airlines, will be miniscule as 
the queue of CPL holders contains thousands. A bigger solution 
is needed.

The cadre of Air Traffic Controllers with AAI has B. Tech/
BE as the essential qualification. Suggestion to absorb unem-
ployed CPL holders into the ATCO fold of AAI, was met with 
stiff resistance when it was attempted earlier in the second 
decade of this century by the undersigned when AAI was fac-
ing an acute shortage of ATCOs. The main plank of resistance 
was unequal entry qualification. Majority of CPL holders are 
generally only XII pass. As per AAI, this creates an imbalance 
in the cadre and impacts utilisation and promotions adversely. 
Validity of the objection forced abandoning of the proposal. 
What is now being suggested is creation of a mini, short tenure 
cadre of Air Traffic Controllers who would be selected from 
the CPL holders for a maximum tenure of five years. Today, 
AAI still faces a shortage of controllers and has opened many 
small airfields for UDAAN where the utilisation of ATCOs is 
low as flights are few. This cadre could be gainfully employed 
at such bases. Its ATC training organisation at Allahabad 
could be tasked to produce a mini training module of four 
weeks, for CPL holders and use the National Aviation Univer-

sity (NAU) umbrella to award diploma certification to them. 
Their practical training could be done at IGRUA ATC which 
is collocated with the NAU. The spare capacity of NAU would 
get utilised, CPL holders would acquire another skill and AAI 
would get ATCOs who do not become part of their permanent 
staff/cadre, but yet belong to its pool of ATCOs who can be 
employed to overcome shortage. As the employment situation 
in the airlines becomes better, these pilots can shift laterally 
into the cockpit. And the cycle continues.

Who will steer the above suggestion and implement it? Only 
the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) can execute it as all the 
stakeholders namely AAI, NAU and IGRUA are part of its organ-
isational set up and the costs involved for execution are next to 
nothing.

The next suggestion again involves MoCA and NAU. There are 
innumerable job profiles that are needed by the aviation industry. 
Each industry segment spends precious time and resources in 
training specialists of other allied fields for their mental alignment 
to the business of civil aviation before induction. Here is a pool of 
manpower totally aware of the aviation world and its nuances. All 
that is needed is creation of a few short diploma courses for the 
CPL holders in areas the industry needs. Here NAU and the indus-
try would have to work together and create a blueprint. These 
pilots would contribute handsomely to the industry needs. Obvi-
ously, these are short term solutions costing next to nothing to 
implement. As job prospects in airlines improve, CPL holders can 
shift to flying as piloting skills were obtained with heavy invest-
ment and should not be lost. As the patterns are cyclic, the wheel 
will turn again. This suggestion again has to be MoCA-driven oth-
erwise it cannot fructify.

The Indian Civil Aviation industry moves in cyclic patterns 
and the policy makers are aware of these. The suggestions above 
if implemented, will produce a win-win situation for all the stake-
holders and in addition, ensure that the aspiring middle class of 
India that has bet heavily in its favour and invested all its savings/
future through training its offspring in piloting, do not lose out in 
both the short and the long run. SP

ready To fly:
scores of pilot aspirants are busy chasing 
their dreams and their numbers are 
continuously on the rise
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Diamond Aircraft offers you 
time-saving and quality ensuring 

advantage of a single point of 
contact offering a complete, most 

modern fleet of jet fuel piston 
aircraft with the best flight training 

performance characteristics and safety 
record in the industry

The Sole-Source  
FlighT Training 
Supplier

D
iamond’s dedi-
cation to 
flight training 
has shaped its prod-
uct line of modern 

fuel-efficient aircraft, each 
with a specific training appli-
cation in mind. With its com-
plete line of piston aircraft 
including a dedicated flight 
training concept with Single 
Engine Piston (DA40 NG) and 
Multi Engine Piston (DA42-
VI) trainers, along with type-
specific flight training simu-
lators and proprietary jet-fuel 
engines, Diamond Aircraft is 
the only sole source provider 
in the fleet training market. 
The DA40 NG is an effective training platform for commercial 
cross-country navigation and instrument approach/landing pro-
cedures. Currently more than 2,240 types of this aircraft are in 
worldwide operations.

The thought process behind the approach of the company for 
their Flight training solutions is reflected by Liqun Zhang, CEO, 
Diamond Aircraft, who says “We have the most sophisticated 
flight training tools on the market today. It perfectly shows that 
Diamond’s approach to offer the most complete and modern 
piston training aircraft fleet, ranging from single engine basic to 
advanced multi-engine trainer aircraft, is one of the major drivers 
for the success of a flight school”. 

 design and safety. Diamond aircraft offers the ulti-
mate in durability, aerodynamic and safety compared to tradi-
tional aluminum airplanes. Made out of robust, and at the same 
time, strong glass and carbon fiber composite material, their 
safety cell meets high standards that are unique in the industry. 
These aircraft, made out of ductile composite materials, allow 
superior aerodynamically surfaces and sturdy designs proving 
that performance and efficiency can also be stylish.  The pri-
mary design goal is to build aircraft that are a pleasure to fly, yet 
forgiving and safe, while offering maximum protection in case 
of an accident.   

 modern avionics. Back in 2001, Diamond Aircraft was 
the first to commit to GARMIN’s – then top secret – fully inte-
grated G1000 glass cockpit. The today’s GARMIN G1000 NXi 

offers unparalleled situational 
awareness and flight monitor-
ing, reduced pilot workload 
and safer flying and reduced 
transition times because of 
airliner like cockpits.

 engine. Diamond and 
Austro Engine invested a lot of 
time and money to bring new 
engines into aviation, which are 
environmentally acceptable. 
Compared to conventional pis-
ton aircraft engines running 
on AvGAS, AUSTRO jet-fuel 
engines burn up to 50% less fuel 
at equal power, produce signifi-
cantly less exhaust emissions 
and are exceptionally silent

Diamond Aircraft offer a complete, most modern fleet of 
jet fuel piston aircraft with the best flight training performance 
characteristics and safety record in the industry. Over the last 
one-year, they have received the support of several major training 
schools from across the globe.

 nigerian college of aviation technology.  
Under the patronage of Sen. Hadi Abubakar Sirika, Minister of 
Aviation of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, NCAT accepted their 
six new airplanes at Diamond Aircraft Austria. This delivery was 
a part of the re-fleeting program of the Nigerian College of Avia-
tion Technology (NCAT) that includes 20 Diamond airplanes 
( five twin-engine DA42-VI and 15 single-engine DA40 NG) over 
the upcoming years.

 airways aviation academy, europe. With seven 
first class academies located across France, the UK, Spain, Mon-
tenegro, and three in Australia, Airways Aviation today boasts the 
largest privately-owned group of multi disciplinary aviation acad-
emies of its kind. The Airways Aviation Group currently owns and 
operates the largest fleet of Diamond DA40 and DA42 pilot train-
ing aircraft in Europe. 

 oman aviation academy. Oman Aviation Academy 
(a CAE Authorized Training Center) signed a contract with Dia-
mond Aircraft for the purchase of eight airplanes – including six 
single-engine DA40 NG and two twin-engine DA42-VI – with an 
option to add 16 more. SPPH
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T
he Boeing 777X from Boeing Commercial 
Aeroplanes is the latest in the family of the twin-
engine, long range, wide-body jet airliners produced 
by the global aerospace major. Developed in consulta-
tion with eight major airlines, with the first meeting 

in January 1990, the programme to develop this new platform 
was formally launched on October 14, 1990 with the initial order 
from United Airlines. Today, the order book for the Boeing 777X 
stands at 330.

The model of the Boeing 777X was unveiled for the first time at 
the Dubai Air Show in 2013 with two variants namely the 777-8 and 
the 777-9 with seating capacity at 384 and 426 respectively. The Boe-
ing 777X has been designed to bridge 
the gap between the Boeing 767 and the 
747, the largest passenger jets as also to 
replace older DC-10 or L-1011 airliners. 
The Boeing 777X features new GE9X 
engines, wings made of composite mate-
rial with folding wingtips, cabin of much 
larger size and with significantly higher 
seating capacity. The 777-8 has a range of 
16,170 km while that of the 777-9 is over 
13,500 km.

Today, Boeing is ranked as the 
world’s largest aerospace company by 
revenue despite the fact that its lead 
over the European aerospace major 
Airbus has reduced a little primarily on 
account of a number of problems such 
as the crisis that hit the Boeing 737 
MAX 8, reduction in global demand for 
the Boeing 787 and some issues with 
the KC-46A that are yet to be resolved. 
Development of its latest product, the Boeing 777X has also had 
its share of problems which is not unexpected when a company 
undertakes the development of a new platform with significantly 
enhanced capabilities. As expected, the problems encountered in 
the development of the 777X has resulted in some delay in the cer-
tification of the airliner. However, despite the setbacks, Boeing is 
determined to ensure delivery of 777X by 2021. 

The 777X is powered by the GE9X engine, the largest tur-
bine aero-engine ever built. However, the engine has faced some 
problems in the development stage that has contributed to some 
delay in certification of the airliner. GE, the original equipment 
manufacturer of the engine, is determined to address the chal-
lenges with the power plant to obviate any further delay in the 
certification of the aircraft.

Even while efforts were on to prevent further delay in the inau-
gural test flight of the aircraft, the project encountered another 
failure that came as a temporary setback to the programme. Dur-
ing a ground test that required over-pressurising the cabin to test 
the strength of the aircraft skin panels, the cargo door separated 
from the aircraft . This was an extremely unusual occurrence and 
was indicative of a flaw in the design that also has serious impli-
cations for flight safety. However, the problem was analysed and 
set right without further delay.

In September last year, Boeing experienced another unexpected 
setback to the 777X programme. During the process of ground test-
ing, the new 777X airframe was put through a pressurisation test to 

validate the structural strength of the 
fuselage. Just as the test approached its 
target stress level, there was a sudden 
depressurisation as the fuselage of the 
aircraft was found to have been dam-
aged. The problem was identified and 
resolved. As per Boeing, the problem 
was not such that it would add to delay 
in the programme already caused by the 
issues connected with the development 
of the GE9X engine that was to power 
the airliner. Boeing continued to main-
tain that the 777X would still undertake 
its maiden flight in early 2020 and the 
first aircraft will be delivered to an airline 
without fail in 2021.

Despite the impediments encoun-
tered in the process of development of 
the 777X, a phenomena that is frequently 
experienced in aircraft development 
programmes, backed by vast experience 

and high levels of competence, the global aerospace major Boeing 
and GE have managed to successfully tide over all the impediments. 
Consequently, Boeing had planned the maiden flight of the aircraft 
on January 23 this year, but the test flight could not be undertaken on 
that day on account of bad weather and was hence rescheduled for 
January 24. Unfortunately, the test flight had to be cancelled owing 
once again to bad weather. 

Finally, the first test flight of the Boeing 777X was successfully 
undertaken on January 25. The aircraft took off from Paine Field 
in Everett for the test flight and landed at Boeing’s airfield in Seat-
tle after a flight of nearly four hours paving the way for delivery to 
customers in 2021 as committed by Boeing. SP

— B.K. Pandey

Boeing 777x 
Programme 
Forging ahead
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The Boeing 777X  has been 
designed to bridge the gap 

between the Boeing 767  
and  the 747, the largest 

passenger jets
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in general, the airline industry is capital intensive 
and the aircraft used by it are high cost and long life assets. 
Moreover, how these aircraft come to be flying with a particu-
lar airline is not always the result of a simple purchase form 
the aircraft Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The most 
common modus operandi is a sale and leaseback wherein a 
tripartite agreement between the airline that originally booked 
an aircraft with the OEM lets a leasing company buy it from the 
OEM and then the airline leases it from the leasing company. 
Payments to OEMs include options (amounts paid in advance 
to book an aircraft purchase), purchase rights, deposits and 
progress payments. While aircraft leases have been in vogue 
ever since airlines started sprouting up, engine leasing market 
started emerging only around three decades ago. At first glance, 
leasing of an engine differentiated from purchase or lease of an 
aircraft of which it is a part, appears befuddling, but there are 
financial reasons for this to happen which have evolved from 
experience over decades of commercial operations.

ENGINE LEASING
It is customary for a car or a load carrying vehicle to be designed 
to carry a single (the same) engine for its entire life; in contrast, 
an aircraft engine is a replaceable part of the aircraft which gets 
replaced several times during an airframe’s useful life, depend-
ing on aircraft type, utilisation rate, company policies, regula-
tory mandates and occasionally due to accidents/incidents. As 

aircraft down time is expensive in terms of lost revenue, airlines 
generally maintain a number of spare engines to ensure air-
craft are not grounded when engines are removed for normal 
maintenance or as a result of failure. Prior to development of 
the aircraft spare engine leasing business, airlines had to man-
age engine removals via spare engine ownership or expensive 
emergency engine leasing. Aero engine leasing is not as old as 
aircraft leasing and not long ago operators owned their engines 
including the spare ones they needed. However, as engines 
became more powerful and more technically advanced, their 
costs also skyrocketed; in addition to initial costs, their mainte-
nance costs also increased considerably. Engine leasing became 
attractive for the same reasons as aircraft leasing in a capital 
intensive, cost conscious resource milieu. When an aircraft is 
acquired by an operator, it would normally establish an engine 
life cycle management plan so as to maximise on wing time and 
reduce workshop time to the minimum. This plan aims at find-
ing a middle ground between airworthiness perspectives and 
cost saving considerations over engine life cycle.

Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leas-
ing because engines require more intensive technical manage-
ment. Since engine overhauls are one of the largest airline oper-
ating cost segments, each overhaul must be closely managed. 
Engine lessors work with airline customers to optimise the cost 
and ready availability of spare engines at short notice. Pratt & 
Whitney (P&W), a leading engine OEM has its engines mounted 

Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leasing because engines require more 
intensive technical management

EnginE LEasing

Shannon EnginE Support LimitEd SpEciaLiSES in providing SparE EnginE LEaSE SoLutionS to cFm56 and LEap opEratorS around thE gLobE

By Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

on more than 130 different aircraft types including regional air-
liners, business jets, general aviation aircraft and helicopters. 
To support this vast market and related Maintenance Repair & 
Overhaul (MRO) activities, P&W claims that it offers the largest 
engine rental and exchange pool of any engine OEM in the form 
of more than 850 engines worldwide to support its MRO activi-
ties. The other leading engine OEM is CFM International, a 50/50 
joint company formed in 1974 by Snecma (Safran) in France and 
GE in the US. Shannon Engine Support Limited (SES), a wholly-
owned subsidiary of CFM International, specialises in provid-
ing spare engine lease solutions to CFM56 and LEAP operators 
around the globe. Headquartered in Shannon, Ireland, with 
marketing offices in Beijing and Budapest, SES has a portfolio of 
over 200 CFM56 and LEAP spare engines, including CFM56-5B, 
CFM56-7B, LEAP-1A and LEAP-1B engines. SES’ 13 strategic 
pool locations give SES both the capacity and the reach to sup-
port airlines operating CFM engines worldwide. The Rolls-Royce 
& Partners Finance companies (collectively, the “RRPF Affili-
ates”) are a collection of 50 per cent owned domestic and foreign 
joint ventures with Rolls-Royce, another leading manufacturer of 
commercial aircraft jet engines. The RRPF affiliates are primar-
ily engaged in two business activities: lease financing of aircraft 
spare engines to a diverse group of commercial aircraft opera-
tors worldwide and sale-leaseback financing of aircraft spare 
engines to Rolls-Royce for use in their 
engine maintenance programmes. GE 
Engine Leasing Holdings Incorporated 
is another big name in engine leasing 
business. Besides these, there are doz-
ens of companies like Engine Lease 
Finance and Willis Lease which have 
spare engines to lease out for lease 
rentals include long term lease on the 
one end and short term ones, even on 
a daily basis, on the other. Perhaps 
the most dynamic part of the engine 
leasing market is the short term leas-
ing segment in the newer narrow body 
engine types. 

INDIAN SCENARIO
Regrettably, India produces no com-
mercial aircraft and its entire airline industry is reliant on 
import of foreign-built aircraft under lease or ownership. The 
Indian scene is dominated by lease in contrast to ownership. 
Aviation finance and leasing are not covered under any specific 
legislated Act in India, but are governed by Indian contract laws, 
Indian company laws and Indian foreign exchange regulations. 
Also, the (Indian) Aircraft Act, 1934, read with the (Indian) Air-
craft Rules, 1937 and the Civil Aviation Requirements (CARs) 
promulgated by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) 
from time to time, governs important aspects of aircraft leasing 
in India. In this context, it is pertinent to point out that Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has not provisioned 
for a formal definition of the term ‘lease’ in relation to aircraft. 
This is basically because national laws governing lease contracts 
vary and the negotiating process results in individual variations 
in the terms and conditions of aircraft leases since these are 
usually tailor-made to specific situations. However, ICAO’s Man-
ual on the Regulation of International Air transport (Doc 9626), 
describes ‘aircraft leasing’ as the rental rather than purchase of 
aircraft by an aircraft operator from another operator or a non-
air operator entity. In essence, an aircraft lease is a contractual 
arrangement in which an aircraft operator (the lessee) rents an 

aircraft from either another operator or a financial institution 
(the lessor). India has ratified the 1997 Article 83bis of the Con-
vention on International Civil Aviation 1944 which was the first 
substantial amendment of the Convention and came about in 
response to industry growth and leasing trends. Under Article 
83 bis, a bilateral agreement can be signed between the avia-
tion authorities of two contracting states and that agreement 
transfers and delegates the responsibility for the regulation and 
safety oversight of an aircraft in accordance with the require-
ments of the state of registration from that state to the air trans-
port authorities in the airline’s home state. DGCA meticulously 
maintains a register of aircraft with details of aircraft type,, year 
of manufacture, full name and address of the owner or lessor 
and of the operator or lessee. The notable point is that there is 
no engine-specific register in India to record separate registra-
tion title of an engine on an aircraft, whether maintained by 
DGCA or any other registry. The certificate of registration for the 
aircraft does not include details of the engine(s) mounted on it.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Aircraft engine leasing is a highly effective and economical alter-
native even for large operators who own the majority of their 
engines as they too need leased engines in times of high unsched-
uled engine removals ( UERs), Life Limited Parts (LLP) shop vis-

its etc. The flexibility to plan removals, 
UERs, warranty issues etc, relies upon 
the use of leased assets. In reality, 
the cost of ownership versus leasing 
can make a huge financial impact on 
the operators. Although engines are 
increasingly reliable, they are complex 
and when they are removed from air-
craft for maintenance, repairs can take 
a long time to complete. Also, some 
events such as bird strike cannot be 
predicted. Spare engines are a small 
segment, around two percent, of the 
total aviation finance market. 

Digital technologies and Artifi-
cial Intelligence are helping airlines 
reduce spare engine requirements by 
accurately predicting engine removals, 

but spare engines are vital as all engine removals cannot be pre-
dicted. Although no figure can be put on the number of spare 
engines required by an airline, the generally accepted ratio is 
one for every ten in use. However, local conditions, airline finan-
cial health considerations and operational models may dictate 
variations from this thumb rule. There is tough competition 
amongst the engine leasing market players to provide more and 
more attractive and innovative options to lessees. Cost focused 
airlines are increasingly able to reduce the required number of 
dedicated spare engines and where possible, rely on the spot 
market, pooling or engine availability services. These non-
dedicated spare engine services can in theory, increase overall 
asset utilisation across the market and reduce costs for airlines. 
Another healthy trend is availability of “green time” engines; 
the term refers to older engines with limited life remaining that 
have been taken from aircraft that have been retired. These are 
offered into the market by a used parts company and very often 
they are held on the lessor’s books for very low values and it is 
possible for these lessors to offer the engines into the spot mar-
ket at attractive short-term rental and utilisation rates. In gen-
eral, the trends for the engine leasing market appear to favour 
the airlines. SP
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we at sp guide publications  

(founded way back in 1964 by shri s.p. baranwal,  

founder publisher and founder editor)  

are proud to state

First time,  

SP Guide Publications participated in nomination process for  

aerospace media awards in 2019

AND, sp guide publications emerged 

as a winning media with 

seven articles nominated 

as finalists under 4 categories

whereas, aviation week & space technology group 

had their five articles nominated as finalists

whereas, flightglobal group 

had their five articles nominated as finalists

whereas, ihs jane’s group 

had their two articles nominated as finalists 

and indeed, sp guide publications is further proud to state  

that it received the award: aerospace media awards - asia 2020 under  

best propulsion submission  

for the article “engine leasing”  

published in  
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